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Development of a Live-line Insulator Inspection Tool System for
154 kV Power Transmission Lines
Jae-Kyung Lee†, Joon-Young Park*, Byung-Hak Cho* and Ki-Yong Oh*
Abstract – The current paper deals with a new live-line insulator inspection tool system that will be
used by the Korea Electric Power Corporation for its 154 kV power transmission lines in 2011. Unlike
the existing contact type tools, the developed inspection tool automates parts of the insulator inspection
process using a sensor and an actuator. The tool sustains its weight independently, not by a lineman. In
addition, the inspection tool measures the insulation resistance of an insulator together with its
distribution voltage, thus providing more information for analysis and diagnosis. Such characteristics
improve the system’s operation efficiency, measurement reliability, and usability. We confirmed its
effectiveness through live-line field tests with actual power transmission lines.
Keywords: Contact type, Inspection, Insulator, Live-line, Tool

1. Introduction
Insulators, which are used for insulation and support of
power transmission lines, require regular inspection
because they deteriorate after installation due to highvoltage stress, mechanical stress, thermal stress, and
environmental stress. As power transmission plays a
pivotal role in the country’s backbone industries, it can
have a drastic effect on the industries, the economy, and
even the national security of a country. An error on the
insulators could lead to an outage. As such, the Korea
Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) carries out regular
inspections of its insulators once every five years to
prevent unforeseen power outages through the detection of
faulty insulators in advance. Since 2001, the application of
the electric field-based insulator tester [1] has been
expanded in Korea.
However, the existing electric field-based insulator tester
used in Korea has several limitations. First, because the
electric field-based insulator tester is designed to measure
relative variances between neighboring insulators, faulty
insulators may go undetected if they are located at both
ends of an insulator string where no object for relative
comparison exists. Second, the electric field-based method
has reliability issues: it is affected by the temperature and
humidity of the surrounding environment as well as
contamination levels. Third, an electric field-based
insulator tester involves two separate processes of
measurement and evaluation: the evaluation is carried out
in-house after measurement is completed. As such, if a
faulty insulator is found during the evaluation process, the
work has to be performed again for verification on site.
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Finally, accurate measurement results can be obtained only
when the tester maintains a certain posture against the
insulator string while scanning. Faultiness of an insulator is
determined based only on the slope of the measured
electric field graph, making managing the insulator
inspection information in a qualitative and systematic
manner difficult. Therefore, to address the issues with the
existing electric field-based insulator tester, developing a
new live-line insulator inspection tool system that will
enhance the reliability of detection and operation efficiency
is necessary.
To this end, KEPCO Research Institute developed its
own model for a live-line insulator inspection tool suitable
for inspecting insulators on 154 kV power transmission
lines. Using a sensor and an actuator, the proposed live-line
insulator inspection tool automates part of the operation in
which a lineman must contact the probe of the detector
with each insulator cap one by one, thus enhancing
operation efficiency and reliability. Unlike existing
detectors whose weights are sustained by the lineman, the
new tool has a mechanism to support its own weight, thus
enhancing convenience of operation. Compared with the
existing detectors, which measure only one characteristic
of an insulator, the new tool measures not only the
distribution voltage but also insulation resistance for a
more precise insulator diagnosis. The effectiveness of the
developed live-line insulator inspection tool is confirmed
through live-line field tests with actual power transmission
lines.

2. Existing Insulator Inspection Tools

†

As shown in Fig. 1, an insulator is comprised of a cap, a
porcelain part, and a pin. The mechanism of an inspection
tool to check this insulator is attached at the end of a hot
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stick. However, because a lineman has to maintain a certain
distance for live-line work from high-voltage lines to
ensure his own safety (1.6 m in the case of 154 kV lines
and 3.5 m in the case of 345 kV lines), the hot stick is very
long, making it difficult to manipulate the mechanism of
the inspection tool.

Fig. 2. Example of a fork-type tester

Fig. 1. Structure of the insulator
The inspection methods used for insulator inspection
tools are divided into two categories: the contact-type
inspection technique, in which the hot stick comes in
contact with the insulator’s cap to measure the insulator
characteristics directly, and the non-contact-type inspection
technique, in which change in the electrical characteristics
of an insulator at the insulator string is measured indirectly.
The buzz, neon, lamp-based, distribution voltage
measurement, and insulation resistance measurement
methods belong to the first category. In contrast, the
electric field-based method of measuring the electric field
generated around the insulator string belongs to the latter.
Based on its characteristics, the distribution voltage/
insulation resistance measurement method is a contact-type
inspection technique and is the focus of the present paper.
The inspection tool most widely used for contact-type
inspection techniques is a fork-type tester comprising two
fixed metal probes, as shown in Fig. 2 [2]. To measure the
characteristics of an insulator using this fork-type tool, a
lineman should bring the two probes in contact with the
caps of the top and bottom insulators. However, as stated
above, the lineman must use a very long hot stick at a
certain distance from the target insulator string, as shown
in Fig. 3, to maintain the necessary live-line working
distance. This position makes accurately and precisely
manipulating the inspection tool difficult, often resulting in
failure to establish the contact of the probes with the
insulator caps and to confirm contact with the insulator
caps from the work site, which undermine operation
efficiency. Fig. 4 illustrates an actual case of measuring the
distribution voltage of an insulator string using a fork-type
tester in the 154 kV Gongdeok Power Transmission Line
(T/L). The to-be-inspected insulator string here was
composed of 13 insulators, and it had a faulty insulator at
location #9 of the insulator string. As this case suggests, 13
measurements were conducted for the 11 insulators,
revealing the occurrence of two contact errors caused by

Fig. 3. Application of the fork-type tester to a 154 kV
transmission line

Fig. 4. Distribution voltage measured by the fork-type tester
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the aforementioned issues involving the fork-type
mechanism. Although it is natural for the measured value
to be 0 at the 8th insulator only, as it is the only faulty
insulator among the 11 insulators, the measurement results
show that the measured values of the distribution voltage
were nearly 0 at the 1st (due to contact error), 9th (due to
actual fault), and 12th insulators (due to contact error).
Clearly, the fork-type inspection tool has reliability
problems, presenting difficulties in the accurate diagnosis
of faulty insulators and undermining operation efficiency,
as the probes of the inspection tool must be in contact with
the insulator caps.
Various inspection tools have been developed in Japan to
address the aforementioned issues with the fork-type tester
[3-7]. However, these tools are designed only for double
insulator strings with two rows of insulators; thus, they
cannot be applied to a single insulator string. Even with
double insulator strings, they are designed only for strings
with particular specifications; hence, they cannot be
applied when there is a size difference in the insulators
composed of double insulator strings or when the gap
between the insulator strings changes. Therefore, the
application of these tools is not desirable from an economic
viewpoint. The reason is that domestic power lines
comprise a mixture of single insulator string and double
insulator strings with varying string specifications,
depending on the characteristics of the surrounding
environment such as clean district, contamination district,
etc.
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the weight of the tool mechanism. However, when it is
applied to a suspension insulator string installed in the
direction of gravity, the lineman must sustain its weight
while rotating the hot stick at the same time, causing
operational difficulties and reducing operation efficiency.
Moreover, with this tester, another insulator below the
target insulator for inspection must exist for the positioning
roller to perform its role. However, when the final insulator
is inspected, there are no more insulators after the target
insulator, making it impossible for the positioning roller to
perform its role and detect the accurate position for
inspection.

3. Live-line Insulator Inspection Tool System
To address the aforementioned problems, an inspection
tool system, which initially accurately checks if the target
insulator is in the inspection position using a sensor, was
developed. The system measures the insulator
characteristics by spinning two probes automatically to
contact the insulator caps. The developed inspection tool
system aims to overcome the technical challenges by
achieving the following:
• Increase operation efficiency and reliability by automating part of the operation, which requires the
lineman to bring the tool’s probes into contact with the
insulator caps using a sensor and actuator
• Enhance convenience of operation by having the tool
mechanism sustain the weight of the tool system,
unlike existing tools that require the lineman to sustain
the weight of the tool
• Detect faulty insulators early on to prevent unforeseen
power outages by providing a live-line insulator
inspection tool system that can perform accurate and
reliable insulator inspection

3.1 Tool mechanism

Fig. 5. Inspection tool mechanism for a single insulator
To inspect a single insulator string, an inspection tool
mechanism, as shown in Fig. 5, was devised [3]. This tester
mechanism works as follows. A lineman, directing the tool
along the insulator string via a hot stick and detecting the
position for inspection through the positioning roller,
rotates the hot stick manually. This action brings the two
probes into contact with the insulator caps to measure the
target insulator’s distribution voltage. When this tool is
applied to a tension insulator string installed vertically
toward the direction of gravity, the insulator string sustains

Table 1 and Fig. 6 show the target insulators for 154 kV
power transmission lines. As shown in Table 1, despite
varying configurations depending on the type, their
standard dimensions are the same. The live-line insulator
inspection tool is kinematically designed so that it can be
applied not only to the aforementioned insulators but also
to insulators for 345 kV power transmission lines.

Table 1. Insulators for 154 kV power transmission lines
Specification
No.
ES 131-540
ES 131-543
ES 131-560

Dimension Electromechanical
Color of
(diameter ×
failing load
porcelain part
height)
kgf/(Pound)
SU-25N
12,000/(25,000)
Gray
254×146
SU-36N
16,500/(36,000)
Brown
(mm)
SU-25F
12,000/(25,000)
Gray
Sign
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(a) SU-25N, SU-36N (Regular)

(b) SU-25F (Fog)

Fig. 6. Insulators for 154 kV power transmission lines
Fig. 7 shows the perspective view and front view of the
live-line insulator inspection tool mechanism developed in
the present study. This mechanism is structured as follows:
① Skid frame unit works as the main frame of the tool
mechanism while supporting the mechanism to
establish constant contact with the insulator string as
it moves
② Sensor unit detects if the tool mechanism is in the
correct position to inspect the target insulator
③ Inspection unit measures the insulator characteristics
using two probes
④ Probe actuation unit spins the two probes to bring it
in contact automatically with the insulator caps
⑤ Control unit contains a control system, a live-line
insulator inspection module, and a battery
⑥ Hot stick joint unit is attached to the tool at the end
of the hot stick
The tool mechanism is attached at the end of a hot stick
with a hot stick joint unit. The lineman manipulates the hot
stick with the attached tool system, brings the tool closer to
the insulator string, and moves it alongside the insulator
string. The control unit checks if the tool mechanism is in
position for insulator inspection through the sensor unit. If
the tool mechanism is in the inspection position, the
control unit spins two probes through the probe actuation
unit to contact the insulator caps, i.e., to measure the
insulator characteristics. Once the measurement is
completed, the control unit spins the two probes again for
them to return to their original position. The remote
controller can either receive measured data from the
control unit via remote wireless communication or send
commands to the control unit.
The sensor unit detecting the insulator and its sensing
process are shown in Fig. 8. Specifically, the sensor unit
consists of a limit switch, a sensor frame, a coil spring, an
insulator detection block, and a switch presser plate. As
shown in Fig. 8(a), the limit switch of the sensor unit is
“on” by default, as it is pushed down by the switch presser
plate integrated in the insulator detection block. As shown
in Fig. 8(a), the limit switch of the sensor unit is “off,” as
the insulator pushes up the insulator detection block during
the movement of the tool along with the insulator string. As
shown in Fig. 8(b), the switch presser plate, represented by
a bold line, is detached from the limit switch, changing its

(a) Perspective view

(b) Front view
Fig. 7. Mechanism of the live-line insulator inspection tool
status to “off.”
Fig. 9 shows the inspection unit and the probe actuation
unit. The inspection unit has two probes, a connection rod
connecting the two probes with each other, and two
revolute joints. Here, the ends of the probes are made of an
elastic metallic material similar to a spring; the revolute
joints are located on the skid bar. As shown in Fig. 9, the
probe actuation unit consists of an RC servo motor, a motor
case, and links with two degrees of freedom connecting the
RC servo motor and the connector rod. When the RC servo
motor spins the link directly connected to the motor, the
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connector rod spins. This motion is caused by the
kinematic constraints imposed by the link structure with
two degrees of freedom and the positions of the revolute
joints.

3.2 Control unit

(a) SW on

The control unit of the live-line insulator inspection tool
system largely consists of a control system and a live-line
insulator inspection module. The control system either
receives commands from a remote controller and then
performs them, or transmits the inspection results to a
remote controller via Bluetooth while controlling the liveline insulator inspection module. The live-line insulator
inspection module is used to check the status of an
insulator by measuring the insulator’s distribution voltage
and insulation resistance.
3.2.1 Control system
The control system of the live-line insulator inspection
tool consists of a live-line inspection module controller, a
data transceiver, a sensor control unit, a digital input
control unit, an analog-to-digital converter, a main
controller, an RC servo controller, and a power supply unit.

(b) SW off
Fig. 8. Sensor and its sensing process

Fig. 10. Block diagram of the control unit

Fig. 9. Inspection unit and probe actuation unit

The live-line inspection module controller controls the
motion of the live-line insulator inspection module and
collects the voltage and resistance signals measured at the
live-line insulator inspection module using trigger signals.
The data obtained by checking the insulator are supplied to
the control system in analog form. The supplied data are
measured periodically using the trigger signals generated
from the live-line insulator inspection module. The
measured signals, after data post-processing, are
transmitted to the remote controller along with other
information.
The sensor control unit gathers temperature and
humidity information using the temperature and humidity
sensors installed in the live-line insulator inspection tool.
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The digital input control unit informs the user of the
current status of the live-line insulator inspection tool
through a light-emitting diode and a buzzer. It is also used
to check if the insulator can be detected using the limit
switch.
The RC servo controller controls the actuator of the
probes, thus ensuring the probes come in contact with the
insulator during insulator inspection.
3.2.2 Live-line insulator inspection module
The live-line insulator inspection module, which uses
both distribution voltage measurement and insulation
resistance measurement, consists of a high-voltage
converter, a distribution voltage measurement circuit, an
insulation resistance measurement circuit, and a signal
conditioner, as shown in Fig. 11.
The principle of the measurement is as follows. The high
voltage on the transmission lines in the live-line status is
distributed in a U shape alongside the insulator string from
the power supply side to the ground side of the tower. Each
of the insulators on the insulator string supports the
distributed voltage.
For measurement, the live-line inspection module first
generates a direct current of approximately 2000 V with a
high-voltage converter and directs the current to both ends
of the target insulator to be measured.

Fig. 11. Structure of live-line insulator inspection module
Here, the live-line insulator inspection module measures
the voltage of the insulators using a high resistance of 300
MΩ while maintaining the distribution voltages of each
insulator. With high resistance, the alternating current
signals and direct current bias signals flow in
simultaneously. The insulation resistance measurement
circuit measures the direct current bias signals among these
variables. The distribution voltage measurement circuit
extracts the alternating current signals, which are pure

distribution voltage signals, using a direct current bypass
capacitor to measure the size. The signal conditioner
amplifies and filters the received distribution voltage and
insulation resistance signals, and generates triggers for
signal acquisition using the received signals.
The principle of the measurement is as follows. The high
voltage on the transmission lines in the live-line status is
distributed in a U shape alongside the insulator string from
the power supply side to the ground side of the tower. Each
of the insulators on the insulator string supports the
distributed voltage. For measurement, the live-line
inspection module first generates a direct current of
approximately 2000 V with a high-voltage converter and
directs the current to both ends of a target insulator to be
measured.
3.2.3 Software for control system
The software for the control system is composed of
specific commands required to control the control system
and the live-line insulator inspection module, as well as to
perform the operation. It determines the reliability of the
measured signals and transmits the inspection results to a
remote controller.
The software for the control system consists of a
command interpreter, a mode selector that determines the
action mode of the live-line insulator inspection tool, a
power manager that supplies power where it is needed, a
task controller that generates the necessary commands for
each action mode, a task queue that stores the internal
commands of the overall system, and a communication
queue that coordinates communication with the outside.
The task queue is composed of task commands necessary
for each mode before the commands are performed at each
mode. The communication queue serves as a temporary
depository for the measured data collected from the liveline inspection module, as well as for internal status before
they are sent to the remote controller.
3.2.4 Software for remote controller
Fig. 12 shows how the man–machine interface of the
software for the remote controller is organized. A personal
digital assistant (PDA) or a tablet PC is used for the remote
controller, which exchanges data with the live-line
insulator inspection tool using Bluetooth. Once a Bluetooth
network is established between the live-line insulator tool
and the remote controller, the network will be
automatically re-established even if it is disconnected
because of disturbance.
The remote control program consists of the following:
Part (A) to control wireless communication and record
data; Part (B) to display the inspection information of the
to-be-inspected insulator, battery status, temperature, and
humidity; Part (C) to display information on the target
insulator string; Part (D) to display the inspection graph of
the target insulator string; and Part (E) to initialize the
system and task environment.
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(A) Status of wireless
communication
(B) Information of insulator inspection and
tool status
(C) Information of target
insulator string

(D) Inspection
(graphs)

results

(a)

(b)

(E) Initialization and setting

Fig. 12. Man–machine interface for the remote controller

3.3 Insulator inspection process by the live-line
insulator inspection tool
Fig. 13 shows the insulator inspection process using the
developed live-line insulator inspection tool. The specific
details are as follows:
① Fig. 13(a): The hot stick is pushed upward in the
direction of the arrow, while the skid bar is kept in
contact with the insulator string (Limit switch on).
② Fig. 13(b): The insulator detection block is folded by
the porcelain part of the insulator (Limit switch off).
③ Fig. 13(c): Once the insulator detection block passes
the porcelain part of the insulator, it is unfolded
again because of the elasticity of the coil spring.
Then, the hot stick is pulled so that the insulator
detection block is laid upon the insulator’s porcelain
part. Here, because the insulator detection block is
kinematically designed to avoid folding in the
opposite direction, it can sustain the weight of the
tool mechanism instead of the lineman (Limit switch
on).
④ Fig. 13(d): The probe actuation unit spins the probes
automatically for it to come in contact with the
insulator caps, thus measuring the insulator
characteristics (Limit switch on).
⑤ This process is repeated until the inspection for all
insulators is completed.

(c)

(d)

Fig. 13. Insulator inspection process by the live-line
insulator inspection tool
performing the measurement task. Unlike these tools, the
developed live-line insulator inspection tool itself, rather
than the lineman, sustains the weight of the inspection tool.
The reason is that the insulator detection block is laid on
the insulator’s porcelain part during the measurement task,
which corresponds to steps ③ and ④. This feature
increases the convenience and efficiency of the operation
for the lineman.

4. Field Tests
In the process mentioned above, step ④ is performed
after detecting that the status of the limit switch changes
from off to on, i.e., after the moment when step ②
changes into step ③ is detected. In the case of the existing
inspection tools, as mentioned previously, the lineman has
to sustain the weight of the inspection tool while

The live-line field tests of the developed live-line
insulator inspection tool system was performed on 154 kV
power transmission lines of Namwon, Imsil, Hamyeol,
Shingyerong-Eunjin, and Jeonju T/Ls jointly with the
Korea Plant Service and Engineering, with the cooperation
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of KEPCO’s South Chungcheong and North Jeolla regional
headquarters. This section provides only some of the
results of the field tests.
Fig. 14 shows the electric field-based insulator tester and
the developed live-line insulator inspection tool. Fig. 15
shows how insulator inspection is performed using the
developed tool.
In terms of operation speed, whereas it took 24 to 42 s
for the electric field-based insulator tester to inspect an
insulator string comprising 12 insulators (the time to
initialize this tester varies each time, ranging from 5 to 23
s), the developed live-line insulator inspection tool took
only 24 s, demonstrating outstanding operation efficiency.
The results of the live-line field tests are as follows. Fig.
16 shows the inspection results of an insulator string at the
31st steel tower in Imsil T/L. The temperature and humidity
at the time of measurement were 18.8° and 29.5%,
respectively. The inspection found that both the inspection
tools determined the insulator string to be normal. As
shown in Figs. 16(b) and 16(c), the distribution voltage has
a U-shaped distribution, and the insulation resistance has a
value greater than 2,000 MΩ (an insulator is declared
faulty in Korea if its insulation resistance is below 1,000
MΩ). Here, the upper limit of insulation resistance for

(a) Application to a suspension insulator string

(b) Application to a tension insulator string
Fig. 15. Applications of the live-line insulator inspection
tool

(a) Electric field-based insulator tester

(b) Live-line insulator inspection tool
Fig. 14. An existing insulator tester and the developed
insulator inspection tool

sound insulators is set to 2,000 MΩ for the convenience of
graph printing. In other words, 2,000 MΩ in the printed
graph represents a sound insulator with above 2,000 MΩ.
Fig. 17 shows the inspection results of an insulator string
at the 61st steel tower in Shingyerong-Eunjin T/L. The
temperature and humidity at the time of measurement were
35.5 ºC and 41.1%, respectively. When inspected using the
electric field-based insulator tester, the 3rd and 6th insulators
were faulty from the ground side, as shown in Fig. 17(a)
(For the electric field-based insulator tester, the part where
a deflection of over 250° is found in the resulting graph
and is determined to be faulty). Next, when inspection was
performed on the same insulator string using the developed
live-line insulator inspection tool, the 5th and 8th insulators
from the power supply side, i.e., the 3rd and 6th insulators
from the ground side, were detected to be faulty, as shown
in Figs. 17(b) and 17(c). These results confirm that the two
inspection tools have the same results under the
environmental conditions of low humidity and low
contamination degree.
Fig. 18 shows the results of the field tests using the liveline insulator inspection tool carried out at contaminated
insulator strings of Jeonju T/L under high-humidity
condition. Using the electric field-type insulator tester, the
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(a) Inspection result using the electric field-based
insulator tester
(Ground Side)

(Power Side)

(a) Inspection result using the electric field-based
insulator tester

(b) Distribution voltage measured by the live-line insulator
inspection tool

(b) Distribution voltage measured by the live-line insulator
inspection tool

(c) Insulation resistance measured by the live-line insulator
inspection tool
Fig. 16. Test example of a sound insulator string
inspection of all insulators of Jeonju T/L found 20 faulty
insulators. In contrast, the results of the re-inspection of the
target insulators using the live-line insulator inspection tool
system found only one faulty insulator, as represented by
the dotted line. The electric field-type insulator tester
confirms the inspection results to be greatly influenced by
high contamination and high humidity. Conversely, the
developed live-line insulator inspection tool system
enables a more precise inspection of insulators regardless
of such environmental conditions.

(c) Insulation resistance measured by the live-line insulator
inspection tool
Fig. 17. Test example of the insulator string with two faulty
insulators
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(a) Distribution voltage

(b) Insulation resistance

Fig. 18. Example of inspection results on the contaminated
insulator strings by the live-line insulator inspection
tool system under high humidity (Jeonju T/L)
As described in the introduction, one of the major
problems with the electric field-type tester is that the
measured data are heavily affected by the temperature and
humidity of the surroundings, as well as the contamination
degree of insulators. Fig. 19(a) shows such case with the
electric field-type tester. This inspection result indicates
that the #6 insulator was faulty. However, as demonstrated
in Fig. 19(b), the insulation resistance value (about 300
MΩ) obtained from the proposed tool proves this insulator
string was not faulty but rather sound. The reason is that

insulation resistance for an insulator string may change
dramatically with high humidity and high contamination
degree. However, the overall patterns of the insulation
resistances show little change under the same operating
environment [7]. The distribution voltages of the string
also show a nearly U-shape distribution and no remarkable
voltage drop. This example demonstrates the superiority of
the proposed insulator inspection tool over the electric
field-type tester under high contamination environments
from the viewpoint of inspection reliability.

5. Conclusion
In the current study, a live-line insulator inspection tool
system using a contact-type method was developed for 154
kV transmission lines to address the problems involving
the existing electric field-based insulator tester. The newly
developed system is designed to automate part of the
operation using a sensor and an actuator, which leads to
enhanced operation efficiency and reliability. The tool
system measures an insulator’s distribution voltage and
insulation resistance simultaneously, thereby ensuring a
more precise insulator diagnosis. The usability of the
developed system was verified by successfully performing
insulator inspection through the testing of actual live-line
transmission lines. Owing to the tool’s superiority, KEPCO
adopted the developed inspection tool system last year
instead of the existing electric field-based insulator tester.
Beginning 2011, its use and application will be expanded
to all 154 kV power transmission lines in Korea. The
developed tool system is expected to contribute greatly to
the stable maintenance of 154 kV power transmission lines.
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